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Areyuru Vaidyanatheshwara - The God of Medical as belief, who cures deadly diseases like cancer, 

heart attack, kidney failure without medicine and surgery. His Temple is situated at Areyuru, Tumkur Taluk 

& District, Karnataka State, India. 

Areyuru Shree Vaidyanatheshwara – The God of Medicine: 

Welcome to Areyuru, the small village situated at a distance of 16Kms in the north – west of Tumkur 

town which is about 70Kms from Bangalore. The temple of Shree Vaidyanatheshwara Swamy is the 

Shivaalaya temple is about 1000 years old and is the abode of jyothirlinga. A large member of devotes and 

patients visit the temple daily. The reason being that the wishes of devotes who belive and worship with shree 

Vaidyanatheshwara Swamy almost devotion get fulfilled. In the same way, deadly diseases are cured which 

show evidence of happening of miracles. Hundreds of people suffering from deadly diseases such as cancer, 
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heart diseases and kidney failure have got cured because they come to the temple and worship with full faith 

in god. Similarly devotes get their genuine wishes fulfilled by worshiping got with utmost faith and devotion. 

This ancient jyothirlinga is aptly known as shree Vaidyanatheshwara, because deadly diseases are getting 

cured. Some instances of cure of deadly diseases are narrated below. 

 

 

Areyuru Sri Kudrappa had swelling behind his neck during 2001 and it was growing. In spite of curing, 

the wound was get bigger and bigger, he did not go to any hospital for treatment. Instead he used to visit Shree 

Vaidyanatheshwara temple every day at the time of pooja (Worship), take theertha (Holy Water) and apply to 

the wound. Further he used to do pradakshina (Revolving Temple) around the temple with at most devotion. 

He found that the wound cured within three months by worshipping the god in the above manner. 

Areyuru Shree Vaidyanatheshwara - The God of Medical as belief, who cures deadly diseases like cancer, 

heart attack, kidney failure without medicine and surgery. 

During 2002, Sri Mallanarasaiah and Sri Ellaiah of SiddappanaPalya, Tumkur district were suffering 

from severe throat cancer. Though they were given treatment for 6 months at Kidwai Cancer Hospital, they 

did not get any cure. Since the throat cancer lump because solid, they were not able to drink even water. 

Doctors discharged them stating that they may live for about one month and it is better to spend terminal days 

at home. Then they worshipped Shree Vaidyanatheshwara with utmost devotion by taking a pledge that they 

would serve the god with full faith by visiting the temple every year. Then they prayed god to cure their 

disease. Like a miracle their cancer wounds slowly get cured and within three months they were completely 

cured. 

The Entrance gate of Temple Holy Stone Elephants are common in this area 

Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC) a Karnataka government undertaking has 

provided transport from Tumkur to Areyuru at every one hour interval. Behind the temple, on the Areyuru 

irrigation tank bound, Shree Haalu Malleshwara Swamy’s Temple is situated. (Haalu = Milk in Kannada 

Language). There is Udbhava Linga [Which manifests itself from ground] in this temple 
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